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Mitigating Online Harms at speed and scale
The digital economy urgently needs a new regulatory framework to improve citizens’ safety online.
This will rebuild public confidence and set clear expectations of companies, allowing our citizens to
enjoy more safely the benefits that online services offer.
Illegal and unacceptable content and activity is widespread online, and users are concerned about
what they see and experience on the internet. The prevalence of the most serious illegal content
and activity, which threatens our national security or the physical safety of children, is unacceptable.
Online platforms can be a tool for abuse and bullying, and they can be used to undermine our
democratic values and debate. The impact of harmful content and activity can be particularly
damaging for children, and there are growing concerns about the potential impact on their mental
health and wellbeing (https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/online-harms-white-paper ).
Other online behaviours or content, even if they may not be illegal in all circumstances, can also
cause serious harm. The internet can be used to harass, bully or intimidate, especially people in
vulnerable groups or in public life. Young adults or children may be exposed to harmful content that
relates, for example, to self-harm or suicide. These experiences can have serious psychological and
emotional impact. There are also emerging challenges about designed addiction to some digital
services and excessive screen time.
In this regard the UK government has set to implement a new regulatory framework to articulate the
vision for:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A free, open and secure internet ensuring freedom of expression online.
An online environment where companies take effective steps to keep their users safe, and
where criminal, terrorist and hostile foreign state activity is not left to contaminate the
online space.
Rules and norms for the internet that discourage harmful behaviour.
The UK as a thriving digital economy, with a prosperous ecosystem of companies developing
innovation in online safety.
Citizens who understand the risks of online activity, challenge unacceptable behaviours and
know how to access help if they experience harm online, with children receiving extra
protection.
A global coalition of countries all taking coordinated steps to keep their citizens safe online.
Renewed public confidence and trust in online companies and services.

A critical element of the new regulatory framework will be the development of a culture of
transparency, trust and accountability. A new statutory duty of care will be established to make
companies take more responsibility for the safety of their users and tackle harm caused by content
or activity on their services.
For the most serious online offending such as terrorism or child sexual exploitation and abuse
(CSE/A), companies are expected to go much further and demonstrate the steps taken to combat
the dissemination of associated content and illegal behaviours.
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Profiling Digital Conversations at scale in near real time

Our view
From a regulatory point of view addressing Online Harms should not be any different from
addressing abuse in physical spaces: verbal abuse is tolerated neither at home nor at any other
public space including schools and workplaces. Moreover, abusers can expect to be prosecuted by
the law as a result of their harmful behavior.
In our view differences between Online Harms and Offline Harms are mostly of technical nature
whereas in the offline world it is easy to profile abuse behavior (someone being insulted on the
street or at school) in the online world the sheer volume of information makes it harder to police
and enforce abusive behavior (e.g. profiling child abuse on social media).

Our approach
We believe that feasible solutions to address Online Harms will necessarily combine human agency
with AI-powered technologies which would greatly expand the ability to monitor and police the
digital world. In this vein we have been busy for the past year developing solutions to help law and
security forces the monitoring of conversations taking place in social media.
Our solution relies on the combination of: (1) recent advances in natural language processing to
train an engine capable of extracting a set of emotions from human conversations (e.g. tweets) and
(2) behavioural theory to infer Online Harms arising from these conversations, refer to the following
figure:
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From an operational point of view our solution computes, out of a given text, a set of emotions
(Anger, Fear, Joy, Love, Optimism, Pessimism, Trust, Toxicity, Threat, Insult, Obscene, Identity_Hate).
Some examples of emotions extracted from real data are:

•

Examples of ANGER YES:

Also, since you wrote "starting the production in advance and only launching our campaign towards the tailend of the manufacturing period", it's perhaps safe to assume that it's already too late to fix the final product,
since it has been already produced (almost)? To lessen the change of import duties you should realise we
pledge against a reward (a gift). So technically we are not buying anything...

•

Examples of FEAR YES:

"All of us take pride and pleasure in the fact that we are unique, but I’m afraid that when all is said and done
the police are right: it all comes down to fingerprints."\n—

•

Examples of JOY YES:

Yea, so happy for you Dad's!! In memory of Holly, in celebration of her life. Always in the hearts of her family
and friends.

•

Examples of INSULT YES:

@GretaThunberg Greta Disgusting Brat, you're a Scam a Liar Fraud, as Scoundrel as Macron ...

The ability to compute negative emotions (Toxicity, Insult, Obscene, Threat, Identity_Hate) in near
real time at scale enables digital companies to profile Online Harming and act pre-emptively before
it spreads and causes further damage.

Competitive advantage
Our solution is: (1) highly adaptive to new languages and specific contexts (jargon, teenagers’
language) thanks to transfer learning techniques (REF gogole bert), (2) relies on state-of-the-art
technologies to achieve outstanding levels of predictive accuracy.
As of January 2020 our technologies exhibit an outstanding level of predictive accuracy, refer to the
following table:
Anger:
{'auc': 0.9686095,
'eval_accuracy': 0.9696226,
'f1_score': 0.95550555,
'false_negatives': 38.0,
'false_positives': 61.0,
'loss': 0.108323365,
'precision': 0.94572955,
'recall': 0.96548593,
'true_negatives': 2097.0,
'true_positives': 1063.0,

Anticipation:
{'auc': 0.60829467,
'eval_accuracy': 0.89444613,
'f1_score': 0.35338342,
'false_negatives': 331.0,
'false_positives': 13.0,
'loss': 0.3266065,
'precision': 0.8785047,
'recall': 0.22117648,
'true_negatives': 2821.0,
'true_positives': 94.0,

Disgust:
{'auc': 0.49833164,
'eval_accuracy': 0.65879107,
'f1_score': 0.5043598,
'false_negatives': 1093.0,
'false_positives': 19.0,
'loss': 0.6443392,
'precision': 0.24,
'recall': 0.005459509,
'true_negatives': 2141.0,
'true_positives': 6.0,

Fear:
{'auc': 0.5,
'eval_accuracy': 0.8511813,
'f1_score': 0.25908118,
'false_negatives': 485.0,
'false_positives': 0.0,
'loss': 0.42383027,
'precision': 0.0,
'recall': 0.0,
'true_negatives': 2774.0,
'true_positives': 0.0,

Joy.
{'auc': 0.9894273,
'eval_accuracy': 0.98956734,
'f1_score': 0.98821074,
'false_negatives': 17.0,
'false_positives': 17.0,
'loss': 0.045616243,
'precision': 0.9882108,
'recall': 0.9882108,
'true_negatives': 1800.0,
'true_positives': 1425.0,

Love:
{'auc': 0.94728124,
'eval_accuracy': 0.97084993,
'f1_score': 0.9083895,
'false_negatives': 45.0,
'false_positives': 50.0,
'loss': 0.099055305,
'precision': 0.9040307,
'recall': 0.9127907,
'true_negatives': 2693.0,
'true_positives': 471.0,
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Optimism:
{'auc': 0.926086,
'eval_accuracy': 0.9254373,
'f1_score': 0.89725155,
'false_negatives': 82.0,
'false_positives': 161.0,
'loss': 0.20371501,
'precision': 0.86824876,
'recall': 0.92825896,
'true_negatives': 1955.0,
'true_positives': 1061.0,

Pessimism:
{'auc': 0.9051725,
'eval_accuracy': 0.97177047,
'f1_score': 0.86968833,
'false_negatives': 68.0,
'false_positives': 24.0,
'loss': 0.11386829,
'precision': 0.92749244,
'recall': 0.81866664,
'true_negatives': 2860.0,
'true_positives': 307.0,

Sadness:
{'auc': 0.5,
'eval_accuracy': 0.7054311,
'f1_score': 0.45508412,
'false_negatives': 960.0,
'false_positives': 0.0,
'loss': 0.6136402,
'precision': 0.0,
'recall': 0.0,
'true_negatives': 2299.0,
'true_positives': 0.0,

Our technologies run on the cloud (linux-based infrastructure, multi-GPU) and achieve a processing
performance of 1000 texts per minute per server and 12 different emotions. Our solution is
completely modular and scales linearly with the number of servers running in parallel in the cloud.
Following sections will outline the results of two use cases related to Online Harms in public life and
cyberbullying.
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Tackling Cyberbullying:
the case of Greta Thunberg

Greta Thunberg, a seventeen-year-old teenager has risen as a prominent public figure spearheading
the climate change movement worldwide. Greta Thunberg is quite popular on social media with 3.9
million followers.
Unfortunately, Greta has been subject to unacceptable abuse on social media platforms even by
prominent citizens: https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/dec/14/trump-presidentgreta-thunberg-bullying

This unfortunate situation led us to develop a use case testing our solution to address cyberbullying
aimed at Greta.
We compiled a sample of 20K tweets referring to Greta Thunberg either by her twitter handle,
@GretaThunberg, or by the hashtag #gretathunberg. We processed each message using our
emotion detection engine to compute levels of insult, threat, toxicity, severe_toxicity, obscenity and
identity_hate. Finally, we applied conventional statistical techniques to profile and identify online
abusers. Refer to the following figure.
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The results of our analysis reveal that, for the sample considered, 1% of the messages could be
considered abusive and harmful, refer to the following table (also available online at:
https://chart-studio.plot.ly/~davidlopezberzosa/442 )

Our solution achieved a processing performance of 1000 messages per minute (single GPU server).
Further performance can be achieved by deploying additional servers running in parallel.
We were able to identify not only harmful content but also the originators of the abuse, refer to the
following figure (also available online at: https://plot.ly/~davidlopezberzosa/438/)

Implications for digital companies and regulators.
The use case of Greta Thunberg exposes the urgency and relevance of protecting citizens online.
The results of our analysis provide arguments supporting the use of Artificial Intelligence to monitor
abusive behaviour online.
We believe AI-powered technologies can support digital companies to fulfil their duty of care of
online citizens in a cost-effective manner.

Tackling Cyberbullying:
Toxicity in UK Politics
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Building on the experience gained from the previous use case we decided to further test and
validate our solution in another context: online abuse against public figures.
We decided to further test and validate our solution in the context of a use case specific to
candidates for the House of Parliament in the recent UK election.
Politicians, as public figures, are unfortunately exposed to all sorts of verbal abuse both offline and
online with resulting Online Harms:
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/01/world/europe/women-parliament-abuse.html

This case is relevant not only given the importance of the collective under consideration but also
because from a technical point of view it entails higher levels of complexity. If in the previous case
the target was known in advance (Greta Thunberg) in the present use case we consider many targets
(all candidates to HoP) and many potential online abusers (all candidates to HoP).
Whereas the complexity of Greta Thunberg lied just in the computation of emotions in this use case
there is an additional layer of complexity in finding all the combinations of sources and recipients of
the online abuse.
We extracted all tweets from all candidates to the UK House of Parliament (a total of 197476 tweets
from 1953 candidates).We processed each message using our emotion detection engine to compute
levels of insult, threat, toxicity, severe_toxicity, obscenity and identity_hate. We applied graph
theory to compute all the relationships established through the association of twitter handles with
twitter messages (i.e. whenever someone wrote a tweet referring to a candidate).
Finally, we applied conventional statistical techniques to profile and identify online abusers. Refer to
the following figure.
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The following figure summarizes the levels of verbal abuse (measured in terms of toxic language)
between political parties (also available online at: https://plot.ly/~davidlopezberzosa/412/).
We can conclude that overall political parties are civilized when referring to other candidates. The
Brexit Party and Liberal Democrats are above average in terms of toxic comments made on twitter.

The following figure situates each candidate according to his/her levels of toxicity and negativeness
when referring to other candidates on twitter (also available at:
https://plot.ly/~davidlopezberzosa/416/ ). The results confirm that most politicians are respectful of
others with few exceptions (dots situated at the right-hand side of the figure).
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The following figure provides a general overview of toxicity levels across constituencies during the
election period (available at: https://chart-studio.plot.ly/dashboard/davidlopezberzosa:430/view). We observe
above average levels of toxicity in some constituencies in large cities.

The following table lists politicians exposed to above average levels of toxicity:
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The following figure provides a visual summary of which politicians exhibit above average levels of
toxicity against Boris Johnson, Caroline Lucas, Jeremy Corbyn and Sajid Javid (available at:
https://plot.ly/~davidlopezberzosa/424/ ).
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The following table provides evidence of toxic comments made by candidate Peter Telford (Brexit
Party) against other candidates ( also available at: https://plot.ly/~davidlopezberzosa/436/ )
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